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 The word teshuvah, to return, makes an assumption: When 

you say “return”, it implies that you were already there previously. What 

are we returning to at this time of the year? 

   Rebbe Nachman of Breslov teaches that we are returning to our-

selves! To our authentic selves that are not dependent upon outer ac-

claim from others. When we free ourselves from attachment to outer ac-

claim and believe in ourselves, the world begins to believe in us! 

   As Jews, we believe that the fetus, while in utero, learned the entire 

Torah, and just before its birth, it was tapped by the angel and forgot it all. 

This explains how even the most estranged Jew, when he merits to discov-

er a Jewish connection, often feels very profoundly moved inside. Read 

the new book, A Tap on the Shoulder, Rabbi Meir Shuster’s life story, for 

amazing stories of awakening the most estranged Jewish souls at the     

Kotel. 

   Rebbe Nachman teaches that as we lower the 

voice of searching for acclaim from others, the voice 

of our true self -- our Divine spark -- rises within us. 

(An elaboration of this teaching is found in Torah 6, 

Likutei Moharan, the teaching for Rosh Hashana.)    

  

ently I would like to arouse us to briefly focus on a few key 

messages to REAL TESHUVA. 

 

  בס"ד 
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Two concepts are discussed: “Kavod Melachim” and “Kavod Elokim”. Kavod Melachim, the “honor of kings”, 

refers to all the attention seeking and honor that one chases after that is it attached to oneself: Materialism, 

popularity, titles, etc., to name a few. 

Kavod Elokim refers to any activity or pursuit that we are involved in which is motivated by the desire to in-

crease the honor of Hashem in this world. That type of focus is purely positive and what we should be engag-

ing in. It is the derech that brings us closer to our authentic selves, to what our soul truly desires! 

 In Elul, as our actions are being more carefully scrutinized, as Hashem is looking to find “merit” for HIS be-

loved people, a question we should perhaps be asking ourselves, as we go about our daily activities and in 

our “hitbodedut”, self-reflection, should be: “Am I seeking kavod melachim or kavod Elokim?? 

 Rav Reuvain Sasson, Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshivat Ramat Hasharon in Eretz Yisrael, explains that Hashem set up 

HIS world with a mechanism that the Ramchal elaborates upon in his sefer Derech Hashem, whereby we set 

the tone for the manner that Hashem deals with us. 

  What does that mean? The Mishna (Sota p. 9) teaches: Baderech she’adam moded, modedim lo -- the man-

ner in which a  person “measures”, ie the degrees of arrogance, humility, etc. that he acts with will set the 

tone and activate Hashem’s measurement for how HE will deal  with us! Rav Sasson teaches that when we 

value ourselves, when we appreciate the gifts that Hashem has blessed us with, and when we see ourselves 

as beloved in Hashem’s eyes, Hashem, in a sense (kaviyachol), mirrors and reflects this expanded view of us 

when looking down at us. Gadlut, greatness, induces a grand view, while smallness induces a constricted 

view of us.As the Talmud teaches: “Ha’ba l’taher m’sayin lo; ha’ba l’hatma potchin lo -- One who comes to 

purify himself will be purified, and one who comes to sully himself will find that path opened to him as well.” 

  We have now learned a new level of free will. Free will is not merely relegated to events, choices, or activi-

ties. We learn from here that we have a power (koach) to activate favorable judgements and positive out-

comes by believing in ourselves as valuable in Hashem’s eyes. 

 Rav Sasson further explains that that Rav Kook, in his famous Orot Hateshuvah, speaks of the danger of a 

state called kipaon, frozen,  when a person is frozen in a negative mind set and self-image and is afraid to 

change. 

Real teshuvah requires, from the outset, a vibrant, positive self- awareness which stems from the knowledge 

that each one of Hashem’s creations are beloved to HIM. 

 It is from that premise that we can begin to reflect 

on our misdeeds. Why? Because once we have es-

tablished this positive self-awareness and focus on 

Hashem’s endless patience to accept “baalei teshu-

vah” (which we all are, daily), we actually begin to 

feel remorse when we realize that we have per-

haps sullied and tarnished the relationship in 

someway over the past year. 

The KING is in the field, closer than ever, watching 

every step, even the tiniest ones that we initiate in 

order to come closer.  May we merit to have eyes 

that focus on the good within ourselves, our fami-

lies, our neighbors and all of Klal Yisrael. 
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Since that was done against their will, they 

will be able to be resurrected. It is only forbid-

den if the person willingly was cremated.  

There is a story the Talmud tells about Titus  

harasha. Before he died, he said he wanted his 

body to be burned and all the ashes scattered 

over the seven seas so G-d could not judge 

him.  

After he died, the Talmud continues G-d gath-

ers his ashes every day, puts Titus back to-

gether so-to-speak and burns him again. We 

see from there that even by a non-Jew G-d can 

gather ashes together and put that person 

back together, all the more so by a Jew! 

Elul, stands for “א׳ל׳ו׳ל …..אני לדודי ודודי לי ״– Ani l’dodi va’dodi li. Rav Sasson teaches that we must begin with 

Ani l’dodi …I am to my beloved, as written in Shir Hashirim (Song of Songs), referring to our relationship with 

Hashem. First, examine how Hashem views us, with positivity and kindness, and then reflect from there unto 

our Va’dodi li, our relationship with ourselves and where we must improve from within. Begin with the posi-

tive, always! 

May we merit to internalize these precious teachings on our path to true teshuvah! 

Shana Tova, and Kativa ve’chatima tova to all.  

   Warmest regards,   
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As related in Medrash Rabbah 65:22, in the time of the destruction of the Second Temple in Jerusalem, there was a Jewish man by 

the name of Yosef Meshisah. Unfortunately, for whatever reason, he was collaborating with the Romans. Perhaps he was very 

afraid, and being spiritually weak, he agreed to help them, out of fear for his life. 

 

In that dark hour when the Romans had breached the walls of Jerusalem and found themselves in the courtyard of the Temple, 

they wished to take for themselves the golden treasures found in the Heichal (sanctuary of the Temple where the menorah was lit, 

the Showbread was offered on a golden table, and certain sacrifices were brought). 

 

However, the Romans were afraid to enter the Heichal themselves. They knew it was a very 

holy place, forbidden even to Jews who were not Kohanim- of the priestly tribe- and that it 

would be extremely dangerous for them, as non-Jews, to enter. 

So they asked Yosef Meshisah to go in for them, and remove the holy golden vessels, before 

they set fire to the House of Hashem. 

 

They made a special deal with Yosef, that he could keep the first object he would bring out to 

them. 

Out of fear for his life, Yosef agreed. He entered the Heichal. 

 

What happened next, is recorded in the Medrash for all generations: Yosef felt the overwhelm-

ingly powerful Presence of Hashem in His House. 

 

We can only pretend to imagine such a feeling; we've never experienced this intensely spiritual sensation or known such an all-

encompassing, totally life-altering experience...and neither have our ancestors, for almost 2,000 years. 

It's impossible to imagine- and Yosef was hit by this experience as soon as he entered the sacred Heichal, the Palace of Hashem. 

 

I'm trying to imagine the scene as best as I can:  

 

Yosef entering the supremely holy chamber, his mind numb from awe of the holiness there; he grabs the one object he desires to 

save, above all others: the holy seven-branched menorah, used by the Kohen Gadol (High Priest) to kindle the flames that lit up the 

Heichal with their pure sacred light, shining daily for 24 hours' time. 

 

Yosef, his mind reeling from awe of Hashem's Presence and fear from his having trespassed in this holy place, runs with his arms 

embracing the menorah, out of the sacred chamber and into the courtyard where the Romans have been impatiently waiting. His 

whole being is trembling with awe and fright from what he has just experienced, and done.  All this, I can only try to imagine. 

 

But from this, we can understand that when Yosef exited the Heichal, hugging the treasured menorah, he was a changed man. 

Never in his life had he experienced such a revelation of Hashem's Presence, and he was completely transformed by it. 

 

If before, in Yosef's previous, "pre-Heichal" life, he had been spiritually weak, to the point that the concept of Hashem, His Will, 

and His commandments were abstract to him; now, he knew in the very fiber of his whole being, that Hashem is the sole Power in 

the universe. Now he knew there is no one, absolutely nothing, besides Hashem. His Presence fills the entire world, and one dare 

not, and one would not want to, transgress His Will! 

 

When the Roman commander saw what Yosef had brought out from the Heichal: the very large, golden menorah- his eyes filled 

with greed. What? The Jew would keep this immensely valuable treasure for himself? No way! 

 

"This object is not fit for an ordinary person, but for a king!" he exclaimed. "You must go back and choose something else for your-

self, not this!" 
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Yosef trembled in fear. There was no way he was going back into the Heichal. No way he would anger his Creator, the Awesome 

Hashem, King of Kings, a second time. He had angered Hashem enough, by going in the first time; he would not, could not, repeat 

this act. He was truly a changed man. 

 

"If you don't go back in and bring more objects for us, we will kill you!" exclaimed the commander. 

 

"So be it", answered Yosef. "I have angered my Creator already by going in once- I will not anger Him more!" 

 

And with that, sadly, he was cruelly killed by the Romans, and died a martyr's death, having repented in one second, his last on 

earth. One can procure his eternity in a single moment... 

 

What can we take away from this story, that will transform our lives in a significant way? 

 

This touching story shows us the value of experiencing a personal encounter with Hashem. How feeling Hashem's Presence, each 

of us in our own way, has the power to change our lives, to transform us and elevate us. 

 

It could happen through a life-altering situation, in which one is suddenly faced with the truth, that we have no one who can save 

us but Hashem—and then He comes through for us in a miraculous way. 

Or, perhaps there was a powerful dream, encounter, or supernatural occurrence. 

 

Yet another way one can experience this feeling, is through connecting to Hashem in personal prayer, in our own words—

otherwise known as “Hitbodedut”. 

 

By coming closer to Hashem through focusing on the reality that we are in His Presence, and through the soul's yearning for Him 

and speaking to Him from the depths of one's heart, one can catch a tiny glimmer, just a miniscule taste of what it must have been 

like for Yosef, who was transformed by the awe of Hashem’s Presence in His House. We can’t really imagine what it was like be-

cause there’s nothing that exists in the present world to relate it to— but we can try. 

 

If one contemplates with awe on the Greatness and Might of the One who fashioned the universe from 

nothing; on the awesome beauty and mystery of Hashem‘s world; and the wondrous deeds He has done 

for Am Yisrael and for each one of us personally— this brings the soul to want nothing more than to be 

close to Hashem and erase all barriers between himself and his Creator. 

 

When we speak personally to Hashem, thanking Him for everything He's bestowed on us, telling Him of 

our  troubles, problems, hopes, desires, failings triumphs and greatest yearnings, we've uncovered our soul, and this is our very 

link to Him, the Source of all souls. 

 

When Yosef stood alone in Hashem's House, overwhelmed with Awe of His Creator, this brought him to feelings of repentance 

that hit him suddenly, transporting him in one instant, from a place of desire to collaborate with the evil Romans, to the other ex-

treme- to a place of fear to transgress even one more time, against the will of his Creator. 

 

How great and awesome these feelings must have been, because they transformed him in one second! 

 

Speaking one-on-one to Hashem, links us with the purpose of our soul's creation and our journey here on this earth, because we 

have been put here in this physical world—which obscures Hashem's Presence—simply to find Him and connect with Him once 

more.  It’s enough of a reason for our soul to be sent all the way down from the supernal heights of the highest heavens, into this 

lowly earthly existence, for one reason alone: To forge a personal relationship with our Creator. 

 

Let's grab onto this opportunity with both hands, and utilize it for all its potential to transform our lives, bring us closer to Hashem, 

and to who we truly want to be. And to  obtain whatever help—physical and spiritual— that many of us desperately need in these 

difficult times—by taking upon ourselves to speak to Hashem from our hearts in personal prayer, every day. 

May we all be blessed with success in everything we need! 
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 nestled somewhere between Tiberias and Afula. Along with its neat, clean streets and tidy hous-

es, it is an agricultural mecca and a hiker’s/camper’s dream. With its green fields, stupendous views of the 

Kineret, the Golan Heights, and the Jordan River, it is truly a sight for sore eyes. 

The community was started over fifteen years ago when Rabbi Yosef Blalock was looking for a place to live 

and to settle his large family of many siblings. A friend of his recommended Yavniel, and with its bucolic 

setting and affordable housing, slowly but surely it grew into a community where converts could feel at 

home. 

Upon our arrival in Yavniel, we were greeted by a beautiful gift bag left by Shabbaton organizer Mrs. T.R. 

Kriger and the sparkling accommodations of C.D. Blalock. At great personal expense, and with a powerful 

interest in building up an already special community, Mrs. Kriger invited an ad hoc think tank to get together 

over Shabbos and brainstorm: How can we make Yavniel a better place to live for converts? 

Among the invited guests were, first of all, Mr. and Mrs. Hochstadter, all the way from Montreal. This power 

couple are true lovers of Zion, and the moment they could legally fly out of Canada they made their way 

here to Eretz Yisrael. Mrs. Hochstadter is the prime mover and shaker of the Montreal convert community, 

teaching converts and helping them along the way for many years. She started at her kitchen table with four 

students and has grown along with them to helping and teaching converts all around the world.  Now highly 

reputed to be one of the strongest world-wide centers for gerim.  

Next among the group was Rabbi Chaim Coffman. Originally from Boston, Mass., he found his calling in 

teaching converts, which he has been doing for many years. A long-time talmid of Rabbi Moshe Sternbuch, 

shlita, he is making plans to open a mini-kollel in Yavniel. He attended the Shabbaton with his beautiful fami-

ly, who elevated the ladies’ shalosh seudos with their lovely voices as they sang niggunim. 

Rabbi Nissan and Dr. Rivka Levron were scheduled to attend but were unfortunately called back home be-

fore Shabbos. They have been instrumental in strengthening the convert community by initiating the Home-

coming chat, which many people have signed into. 

Mrs. Kriger, of course, the quiet powerhouse behind it all, kept the activities moving and the coffee fresh! 
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My husband and I came along as “friends of the 

court”. We have been friends with the Krigers 

and Blalocks for many years, and try to help out 

any way we can. As observers, I was over-

whelmed by the strength and wisdom of all the 

participants, and the level of responsibility felt by 

all to perform the Torah-mandated mitzvah of 

loving the convert. 

Over the course of three delicious meals, catered 

by Mrs. Rochel Blalock, many topics were dis-

cussed and beautiful divrei Torah were spoken. 

So many ideas were put forward: creating a kollel, 

funding affordable housing for the avreichim, 

building a full-service center for converts, fund-

raising opportunities, Torah learning programs for 

women, youth activities – there was almost no 

stone left unturned.  

But the main thing, the thing that struck me, was 

what a caring community this is. The Blalock 

brothers, their wives and their extraordinary ma-

triarch care for every need of every person in 

their kehillah. There is no problem too big or too 

small that they won’t help with. 

I encourage all the readers to visit Yavniel and see 

for yourself all that can be gained there, whether 

you are a convert, a baal teshuva or just a plain 

Yid looking for a place where you can give, where 

every contribution you make is significant, where 

every person stands up and stands out.  

If you can’t visit, extend your support in whichev-

er way you can, including contributing to this 

amazing newsletter! Every little bit helps. Every 

effort counts.  

Show up on Rosh Hashana this year with this 

mitzvah in your hands. Hashem will be thrilled 

with you, and surely send His many blessings. 
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In Shir HaShirim  it says, "Kol Dodi dofek, 'Pischi li!"— 

The voice of my Beloved knocks- “Open for me!” 

 

This refers to Hashem calling out to the Jewish People, His Be-

loved, “to open up the door”, so to speak— meaning, “to open up 

their hearts” to Him. 

 

The next few verses describe how, in spite of our protests and 

excuses (“I have already undressed, how can I get dressed again? I 

have already washed my feet, how can I get them dirty again?”)... 

Hashem continues to try to get us to "open up the door" to Him: 

"Dodi shelach yado min hachor, u’meiyai hemu alav..." 

My Beloved put forth His Hand from the portal, and my innermost 

self yearned for Him. (Finally, Hashem has won our hearts...) 

 

But then, the next verse reads, "Kamti ani lifto'ach ledodi..."  (I 

picked myself up, and went to open up for my Beloved)... and,  

"Pesachti ani ledodi, vedodi chamak avar." (I, myself, opened the 

door for my Beloved, but.... He had already 

gone.). 

 

The question begs to be answered: After all 

Hashem did to try to win our hearts and per-

suade us to "open up" to Him- and after we 

finally were "won over" and opened up our 

hearts- why does it state that "Dodi chamak 

avar"- my Beloved left me?  

 

Rabbanim bring a startling answer to this question. Examine the 

wording above, when it describes how we got up to go to the 

door: "Kamti ani lifto'ach ledodi..." (I picked myself up). And then 

"Pesachti ani ledodi..." 

--I myself opened the door... 
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The problem is, that after all Hashem did to win our hearts and persuade us to open up in love to Him; in the 

end, we thought that our own efforts had caused us to connect with Him. This was not really true, and so it 

says, “Dodi chamak avar..” (and my Beloved has fled...) 

Because, after all that pleading, it was specifically because we attributed everything to our own efforts—

Hashem “fled”, as it were— since His Presence flees, as it were, from falsehood. 
 

This is because, there is nothing in this world that isn't under Hashem's control. Even in the realm of “Yirat 

Shomayim” (which is supposed to be “our job") we need Hashem's help and guidance. 

Not only are we not “left on our own” so to speak, in all other areas in life where we need Hashem’s help— 

but even when it comes to having to build our own emunah and Yirat Shomayim. In this area too, we still 

need Hashem's help— and we can call upon Him to come to our aid, in every step of the process. 

 

This can be put to the test right now in these difficult days we are currently facing, when it can be so very 

difficult to hold onto our emunah. 

These are times in which it’s all too common to feel "stuck" and unable to connect with Hashem or believe 

He is here with us. 

 

In these challenging times, it’s almost as if we have reached a “new plateau” so to speak. We need to ask for 

Hashem’s help even just to connect with Him, to accept His love, to love Him in return, and not only to serve 

Him, but just to hang on and inspire ourselves to keep moving forward, in spite of all the challenges! 

 

If we attribute any accomplishments at all, to our own abilities, it's not accurate, it’s not truth, since without 

Hashem giving us all of the following things: 

*the opportunity, 

*the tools, and... 

*even the desire— 

we wouldn't be able to succeed in any area. Not only in physical situations, but even in 

the spiritual acts of loving Him and coming close to Him. 

 

Even when just the simple idea might arise in someone’s mind that somehow there's a 

lack in his heart, of love or closeness with Hashem— even this idea itself was put there only by Hashem. 

 

And so, it’s important to keep in mind that one must still remember to ask Hashem for the things commonly 

considered as “our domain”, such as, Love of Hashem, Closeness to Hashem, the chance to do teshuva, and 

even, the desire for these things! 

 

As Rebbe Nachman teaches, you have to "want, to want, to want”... 

To do teshuva, see the Truth, grow in love and closeness with Hashem, understand what needs to be fixed—

just fill in the blank! 

 

There's nothing we don't need Hashem's help for, and nothing we can't 

ask Him for. And that’s what He’s there for! He wants us to ask, and is 

just waiting to hear from us! 
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Do your Teshuva with simcha.  Everyone has avarios—what we need to remember is Hashem is on 

our side! 

A real Teshuva story—A guy wanted to be a paratrooper, but instead became a ganif (thief).  He became so skilled at 

what he did that at one point he did a robbery in a neighborhood, the second day he went back to the same place 

knowing the police were really looking for him, he decided again the third day to go back to the same area.  He over-

heard an old man and woman arguing.  “I told you to lock the door and now all my jewelry is gone”.  Never had he 

heard anyone’s voice as to what he was doing. He decided then to stop and do teshuva and he ended up at Ohr 

Somayah.  Really thinking about his past, he talked to a Rav about what to do and he took him to Rabbi Elihsiv.  First 

of all he told him you need to make a list of all of the people you robbed.  Go to work and pay back the people you 

owe”.  So he replied, “But I did a lot of robberies”, I don’t remember everyone.  

“Do the best you can do & if you can’t remember give money to tzedakah”. 

The teshuva started when he realized there were other people besides himself.   

The Gra– Vilna Gaon said, if you don’t stop thinking Loshen Hora you won’t stop speaking loshen hora.”  A very prev-

alent avaira is Lashon Hora at a chassanah.  A woman leaves the table and another comments, “Look how tight, her 

clothes are, she really got overweight.”  What are you supposed to do now you just listened to loshen hora?   You 

won’t know how to react if you haven’t worked on what to do before.  If you always speak good of people—look for 

and speak over what you saw and repeat it to someone.  It changes reality. 

My husband & I traveling in a taxi—we noticed a man in a wheelchair at the end of the road, it was a very hot day 

and he was just sitting there and we said to each other we can’t just leave him there alone.  We told the taxi driver 

about the man we had just passed—he suddenly made a u-turn right in the middle of the highway and zoomed back 

to pick him up and put his wheelchair into the trunk.  We told the driver we will pay you for the 15 minutes of extra 

time it took you for him.  What?! said the driver, “No you are not going to get me to sell my mitzvah!”  When you 

repeat these things the more you will see the good in others and the more good you will see in yourself.  Me-kal Ha 

Yisrael —who is like Am Yisrael?!  This taxi driver did not look like the kind of guy you would hang up on your wall as 

a Tzadik, but he wouldn’t sell his mitzvah! 

If you have difficulties with your struggles—talk to Hashem.  If you do this you will be sensitive to His presence all day 

long.  And listen to what you say—this draws down an enormous help from Hashem.   

The avira we did felt good but it wasn’t good.  There are four steps to teshuva: 

1) Regret 

2) Viduy 

3) Make a kabbalah– I won’t do this again. 

4) Ready yourself to be challenged again in this area.   

Make yourself a goal— a destination. There are also other people to consider. 

Rabbi Dessler, says, “First we have to take small steps to change ourselves.” 
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In Jewish tradition, reciting Tehllim (psalms) is a powerful and comforting measure in times of difficulty,                 

particularly in times of critical illness or danger. Composed by King David, who faced many tribulations and joys, 

Tehillim offer solace and source of spiritual merit for the people in whose name they are recited. That helps under-

stand why a project to recite Tehillim for Israeli Border Police St.-Sgt. Barel Shmuel has taken off way beyond the or-

ganizer’s expectations, and why thousands of Israelis gathered outside his hospital, Beersheva’s Soroka Medical Cen-

ter, to pray for his recovery. Organizers asked people to recite one chapter of Tehillim and to pray “for the healing 

of Barel Ben Nitza, the soldier who was wounded on the southern border.” 

Barel ben Nitza (Barel, the son of Nitza) is Shmueli’s Hebrew name. 

He was shot in the head by a Palestinian Islamic Jihad terrorist on Saturday during clashes along the Gaza border. After 

undergoing several surgeries, Shmueli remains in serious condition, unconscious and intubated.  

According to a web site set up by the Tehillim organizers, 55,462 chapters have been said by 20,469 people. That’s the 

equivalent of the entire book of Psalms being recited 366 times.  

 

On Monday night, thousands of Israelis gathered outside the hospital to say Selichot, penitential prayers traditionally 

said during the month before Rosh HaShanah, the Jewish New Year. The widespread custom is to begin reciting the 

Selichot at midnight. The crowd prayed for Shmueli’s recovery and was a powerful symbol of Jewish solidarity.  

“Am Yisrael manifests in all its glory this week.  With /without;  they all came to the huge s’lihot outside Soroka Hospi-

tal to daven for Bar-el Ahiyah ben Nitzah, the soldier who was wounded at the Gaza border. 

I call it ‘Am Yisrael’s serological test.  Suddenly, the powers with us are revealed.  Everyone’s always talking about the 

”hate virus” and the “divisiveness virus, “ but this Soroka serological test just came out amazing, wonderful, with reli-

gious and secular singing together for the same kid.  It’s so moving.  ‘Am Yisrael does know how to unite, through pray-

er that breaks open the gates of heaven. 
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many of us, the idea of taking on 613 mitzvos seemed rather daunting!  But like many 

pioneering expeditions, you first excite yourself, make a dream, and go for it!  

I used to read a lot about the early continental pioneer travelers of America traveling the 2000-mile trip from the 

east coast to the west coast— Oregon. Upon hearing there was richer land out west,  these people sold their houses 

and their  land, bought a yoke of oxen or a team of horses, threw a few possessions into the wagon and off they went 

on the long journey, knowing there might be hazards along the way: Scalp-hunting Indians, stampeding buffalo, chol-

era, river crossings and who knows what else. They started in the early spring and if they were lucky they would arrive 

before the first snowfall.  Some even concretized their goal by writing on the canvas of their wagon in huge letters— 

Oregon or Bust!   

Arriving at their destination, they at last seized their free 640 acres, euphoria for a moment! But with no one to greet 

them and no community or infrastructure, they had to face their challenges all alone. Gulp!  A harsh realization faced 

the newcomer who had been so obsessed with only one goal—land in Oregon.  His once packed wagon of ten months 

ago is now totally depleted. Many times it would come down to just one thing that stood between meeting the chal-

lenge and watching deaths door closing. The fire went out and everything was wet. His children were freezing, he ran 

out of bullets, and no way to hunt meant that his family would starve… How many hours it would take to go from 

homestead to homestead to find someone who had the spark or hot coal he needed to start a fire, or a bullet for his 

gun.   

Those who survived until the spring slowly chopped down the trees, laboriously cleared the land of virgin timber with 

huge logs and roots and planted their precious seeds. The most they could hope for, for many years to come, was the 

physical satisfaction of the work of their hands yielding a roof over their heads, wood for heat in the winter, and food 

on the table.   

So quickly they had become land-rich, but as far as having neighbors or even friends—they were now dirt poor. If 

someone broke a leg or had a bloody axe cut, who was there to help, or run to? When the cholera struck, one could 

have a healthy wife early in the morning and by evening have no wife and no one to take care of his newborn infant.  

Many a woman lost more than one child—but with no family or friends, no emotional support, she got up the next 

morning to make a fire and fix the breakfast gruel fo those who were left. Each day she survived, plodding along as if 

she were carrying a huge weight on her shoulders. As one child wrote about her mother, “After little Carrie’s death, 

Ma was never the same.”   “Many settlers,” someone wrote, “were genuinely isolated.”   

Those of us who have crisscrossed the Midwest of America were struck by the massive farms, laid out one after the 

other. Gorgeous landscapes, and the meticulous organization of each farm are a sight to see. A dream house, a nice 

car or two, the truck and the boat parked one beside the other in their super-sized driveways, behind came an enor-

mous red barn, with fat sassy cattle grazing the fields. 

For miles, it seemed, lay their thoughtfully patterned landscape. Maybe 100 acres of this & that… corn for  the cows, 

sorghum, wheat, soybeans… a milking barn, a slew of farm machinery, John Deere tractors.  As the earlier pioneers, 

they had certainly seized the land and satisfied their prosperity dreams to the utmost. As a teenager with my nose 

pressed to the car window for hours as we traveled these long roads, it seemed these farmers may have achieved the 

ultimate dream.   
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But behind the curtains, it is also a very isolated and lonely life. With little or almost no help, for a farmer to meet all of 

his obligations he must work long crazy hours, becoming a workaholic slave or as a prisoner with a ball and a chain 

around him, never quite free of his stressful load of never getting all of his work done, almost no time for rejuvenation, 

companionship a or  social life… the cows have to be milked. Accidents abound in the farming community… a tractor 

overturns, the farmer gets sucked into a deadly silo of corn or attacked by a dangerous animal. The so they 

thought would eventually take over the farm, but with little emotional connection to the father he almost never saw 

and mostly has only a working attachment to, chucks the whole package of farm life and moves to the big city.  

Yet, many, as they age on in their journey, their stomachs full of their homegrown beefsteaks and their plump bank 

accounts experience an evasive hollowness. We wonder do they even begin to feel the gnawing of their hearts and 

souls?   

What is the ultimate dream -- one that will satisfy not just the physical comforts, in the years physical strength is peak-

ing, but one that would bring a person to the middle years of ever deeper emotional and intimate connection needs 

and fulfillment, and ultimately to an older stage of life where one also craves even greater the reaping of the ultimate  

fruits of one’s labor?  

As a newcomer to Judaism, we dove into the mikvah, accepting the yoke of the 613 mitzvos and expected it would be 

very, very, hard. And yes, we have encountered the rigors and challenges, but surprise, surprise! There are surreal ex-

periences that have vanquished the emptiness of our parched hearts and souls. Who would have believed that one can 

come to a place of quietly anticipating the spiritual excitement, the anticipation of the saying of a Shehecheyanu 

or davening Hallel on Ros Chodesh?  

And boom! What a turnaround to come to the Jewish world and find crowds of people everywhere you look! Houses 

stacked on top of houses, they call them apartment buildings, overflowing with children, crammed buses, cars, stores, 

simchas, Shabbosos, praying at our sacred places, we pack in together with our Jewish family. The Mishnah tells us, 

“Jerusalem expands,”...so another guest or family comes...throw down another mattress or blanket, kids have been 

known to sleep under the table, or in the bathtub. It’s a barrel-of-fun, like camping out to have our homes and hearts 

filled!  

A few weeks ago, I attended Shabbos sheva brachos in Telzstone.  My in-laws, Rabbi Moshe and Batya Kriger had just 

married off their ninth child. Batya told us that before the corona lockdowns, she had once been able to gather all her 

children together for a Shabbaton and even take pictures afterwards.  Throughout the lockdowns, as she gazed at these 

pictures she wondered if she would ever be able to enjoy her family all together again. For these Shabbos Sheva Bra-

chos she had scoured a large radius around Yerushalayim in search of a suitable place, which she finally found in Telz-

stone, where the yeshiva and the bachurim were on their break! Like Noah’s ark, the floors were organized for differ-

ent purposes -- bottom floor for the Kriger families, next floor up for the mechutanim, the cafeteria floor for seudas, 

and at the top, the crowning glory, a huge Beis Midrash!  

Children seemed to be everywhere. A cousins’ Gan Eden with every cousin under one roof! The older girls chum-

ming together, some arm in arm, little boys gathered around a cousin with a woode backhoe tractor, as he demonstrat-

ed its features over and over and each took a turn. Babies crawled down the long hallway, usually with a parent or sib-

ling not far behind, preventing them from poking their little faces into someone else’s room. We joked about landing in 

a yeshiva with no locks on the doors  and no mirrors.  It was like a camping experience in one way but superbly elegant 

in another. When we needed a mirror, some of us went to Bubby’s room to use hers, as she had packed almost every-

thing we forgot.  Some of the air conditioners weren’t working which turned out great for me as one of my sisters-in-

law moved in with me and another one joined What a barrel of fun to have our own little sisters-in-law corner, each 

moment so precious!   

It was a fabulous catered event, and as the lengthy tables stretched across the room, the kallah stood behind the cur-

tain frozen to her spot, hanging on to every word and deed on the other side...the princely chassan with a sky-top 

shtreimel -- and we observed, it seems you can tell which generation they are from, the zaidies’ a few inches high, the 

next generation, twice as tall… and what will soon be, in  a few more generations, the sky’s the limit ...  
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In shul, we bubbies just had to peek around the corner of our makeshift ezras nashim (no could fin the key to the one 

upstairs, so they turned one bench upside down on another and threw some tablecloths over it) to see a bench full of 

little  boys davening and shouting amens together (with no prompting).  During the day meal these children played 

for hours so simply and purely with no toys but with such  creativity, putting benches and blankets together...each 

group making their own fun-time scenarios. 

 And these families celebrated with such great simcha. “Hodu L’Hashem!!! for bringing our daughter and son together 

to carry on the dynasty of the supreme people of all the earth—the Jewish people!!!”  The voices of exaltation surely 

pierced the inner chambers of the tippy-top of the universe, and then, unable to confine their deep soul simcha to  just 

singing, they joined hand in hand to dance… the wheelchair of our white haired Zaidie intertwining with the swirling 

dancers!  

My brother-in-law Rabbi Mechel Kriger rose up, standing on a chair to give accolades to the patriarch and matriarch of 

this wonderful family -- his dear parents. He told about how his father, “Zadie Kriger, had been a ba’al teshuvah par 

excellence, throwing himself fully into Torah, tefillah and the giving of tzedakah.   

Born to an assimilated family, he turned his life around on his own with much mesiras nefesh. Throwing himself in-

to learning, he eventually got semichah from Rabbi Moshe Feinstein. He sought and made for himself a rav, the Bo-

yaner Rebbe of New York, Rabbi Mordechai Shlomo. Each Shabbos night after the seudah he would walk miles to 

attend the tisch of his Rebbe. In the winter time this sometimes meant walking through snow and ice. I leaned over and 

asked Bubby how far of a walk this was and she said, “Miles and miles.” Then she added, “This was when we were first 

married and I would walk part of the way with him and then stay with the Klausenberger Rebbetzin until he came 

back.  Zadie rose early like a lion, putting his first strength of the day into learning and davening.  As the day waned, his 

diminishing energy was directed to running two successful businesses and giving with a open hand.   

Tatty and Mommy’s chessed was not to be believed. After the death of their only daughter at three years of age, they 

took in foster children, eventually adopting two girls. Bubby, with “only” a Beis Yaacov background, also began working 

with girls suffering from anorexia. Not so long ago she told me she had saved one hundred and forty Jewish children, 

mostly girls.  Many times she was called to take a case after the professionals had given up. Her method was not so 

conventional. She reached deep into her heart to feel the unique pain of each, feeling it so intensely it almost made her 

sick as she davened for special siyata diShmaya. Almost ninety now, she says she doesn’t have the emotional energy 

anymore, but back then, many of these girls were brought into their home to stay, some for years at a time. One can 

hardly imagine living a life with the constant stress of agonizing for yet another Yiddishe child’s recovery. 

Another “motherly hard” that she went through was when her oldest son Meckel became bar mitzvah; he said he 

wanted to  go to Israel to study. This was in the early sixties when almost no one ever did such a thing. When she took 

him to the Rebbe and told him what her son wanted to do, the Rebbe asked her, “So what do you want?” she replied, 

“Whatever the Rebbe says.”   

“So get his bags packed.” 

When their son returned years later on a ship, they didn’t recognize him because not only had he grown much taller 

but also had a full beard.  

No matter what, their attitude was never, “Oh, how hard it is to be a Jew,” as some who came to America and lost 

jobs each week proclaimed this. To this day Bubby always says, “It’s so good to be a Jew—you have the best life when 

you live as a religious Jew!”  

Their son Meckel also spoke about how his father was a man of few words. He said, “Once there was a man who went 

to a Rebbe’s tisch and said to his friend, “What do you get out of this? He doesn’t say a word?” and the friend replied, 

“Yes I know, but we watch very closely everything he does.”   

“So too my father,” he continued, “He rarely spoke, but when my brother left home and went on in life, when he came 

to challenging situations, he said he would ask himself, what did Tatty do?” 
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Rebbetzin Esther Wein, granddaughter of Rav 

Shimon Schwab (no charge) weekly shiurim on the 13 

ikkarim,  ("Book of Principles") David Hamelech, and 

other topics contact TaniaHamer  

taniahammer@gmail.com> to sign up 

https://www.torahanytime.com/#/speaker?l=131 

 

Devorah Yaffa Singer, G-d Direct Torah (many shiur-

im available at no charge)collection of many teachers, 

shiurim, resources http://g-ddirecttorah.com/ 

 

Rav Yaakov Zalman Labinsky (some available at no 

charge) Using the 39 melachot to connect to Hashem 

https://www.kavconnect.com/39melachos 

 

Jewish workshops Many one-time and ongoing work-

shops https://www.jewishworkshops.org/ 

 

Rabbi Dr Akiva Tatz (no charge) collection of shiurim 

https://akivatatz.com/ 

 

Rebbetzin Tamar Taback (some available at no 

charge) transformational Torah for women            

thenexus.org 

 

Esther Orit Riter based on the teachings of the Baal 

Shem Tov https://dailydoseofemuna.com/ 

 

Chaya Hinda Allen  Jewish positive thinking 

https://www.chayahinda.com/ 

 

Leah Aharoni (no charge) Tanya shiur Sundays, 7.45 

PM Israel, 12:45 PM EST, Permanent ZOOM link -

 www.bit.do/Tanyawithleah 

 Strategy #1   “Those who are insulted and do not insult 

back”- 

 •Replace negative, doubtful thoughts with positive ones 

when feeling pained, confused, or disappointed— and 

choose to remain silent. 

 •Tap into self-control and our ability to rise above ad-

versity and turn to Hashem in prayer, knowing that what 

Hashem does is for our ultimate good. 

   

Strategy #2   “Be like a “suckling baby feeling secure in 

the embrace of his mother’s arms”. 

  No one can do anything to us without Hashem’s 

wanting it to happen. We must trust everything to Him, 

knowing He is the only One running the world, and He 

has our ultimate good in mind. 

 

 Strategy #3   “Trust in Hashem; strengthen your heart, 

and trust in Hashem”. We should beg Hashem that, in 

the merit of our unwavering faith in Him, we will be re-

warded with yet increased  faith. 

 Our spiritual “muscles” have the ability to grow, and 

they can pump new emotional and spiritual energy into 

our being. 

 

 Strategy #4    “V’ani tefila” I am prayer 

Connect to Hashem through prayer— morning, noon 

and evening, talk to Hashem in your own words, pouring 

out your heart to Him. Tell Him all your troubles and 

issues, thank Him for all His blessings and gifts, confess 

what might have been wrong, and ask for help with any-

thing. He longs to hear from us! 

 

 Strategy #5    “Call out and Hashem hears”. 

 Our turning point is precisely when we cry out to Ha-

shem in anguish. Then our situation turns around. 

  

Strategy #6    Serve Hashem with simcha! 

 No matter what the situation, strive to do Hashem’s 

Will with joy!  

Zadie and Bubby worked many years sending and supporting each of their three sons to live in Israel.  The remaining 

part of their big dream came true when afterwards, about fifteen years ago, they made aliyah themselves.  Now 

spending Shabbos Sheva Brachas with just one of the branches of their offspring, surely, as Dovid Hamelech says, 

their “cup runneth over.”  And as they danced again, the oldest son twirling Zadie around in hiswheelchair, Bubby was 

heard to say, “He made Tatty the star of the show.” What Yiddishe nachas for all of us to see, be inspired and strive to 

follow! 
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